Modification of tool SVO 1137 A.

In order to use the above mentioned tool for removing and refitting the bushing in the rear spring bracket of P 44505-07 and -08, the tool must be modified. The modification which is illustrated in fig. 1 means that 30 mm is cut off the shaft from the end which is threaded into the bushing and that 15 mm is cut off the wrench-shank end.

The modified tool will have the designation SVO 1137 B. It is used in the following manner:

When removing, the tool is first screwed into the bushing as per fig. 2. The nut is then tightened up when the bush can be drawn out. When refitting the bushings the tool is inserted in the bracket and screwed together with the loose bushing as per fig. 3. Then the nut is screwed up when the bushing will be drawn into its position.